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CA-40 works in:
Gasoline Ethanol Based Fuels
Diesel Bio Diesel
Significantly Increases
low RPM Horsepower!
Ultra low sulfur
diesel lubricity
can increase
by 300%

Mix Ratio
Mix 1 oz. CA-40
to 15 gallons of fuel

CA-40 reduces fuel
consumption by 10-15%
CA-40’s patented blending process
keeps Calcium, one of the key
components of CA-40, in suspension.
Calcium bonds with hydrocarbons in the fuel
creating a more efficient burn.

The result is
Increased Fuel Efficiency Increased Fuel Lubricity
Decreased Harmful Emissions

32 oz. - 1 QT
128 oz. - 1 Gal.
1 QT treats 480 Gallons
1 Gallon treats 1920 Gallons

NOW AVAILABLE at A&I Products Dealers,
or order online at: www.aiproducts-cp.com
or call 1-888-USE-CA40
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agriculture
Got Rodent-Rage?

T

he VARMITgetter™, a clever
gas operated pest control system, is a device for controlling
the populations of burrowing rodents,
such as gophers, ground squirrels, moles
and even badgers, thus greatly reducing
the damage they cause to crops, irrigation systems, and landscaping. It is designed for efficiency on large acreages.
VARMITgetter™ can’t build them
fast enough. Business is really “booming.” In fact, it’s best to order before
their spring rush begins.
Farmers, ranchers, and dairymen are
eager to watch demonstrations of the
VARMITgetter™ destroy pesky varmints on their properties. VARMITgetter™ currently has distributors across
the U.S. and Canada and it continues
selling well internationally to folks in all
facets of agriculture and land use.
The VARMITgetter™ operates by
forcing a controlled ratio of propane and
oxygen into the pests’ burrows. With one
push of the ignition switch, the resultant
blast destroys all the rodents plus their
tunnel system. As an added safety measure, an electric cutout switch prevents
ignition while gas is being discharged.
A high voltage converter, situated in the
applicator, keeps the ignition spark away
from the operator at the control box. For
added safety, the entire unit is equipped
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with no less than three flash back arrestor check valves to eliminate any chance
of fire traveling up the gas lines.
“Our device is designed to be backfilled in tunnel systems/burrows, containing the concussion, and controlling
the noise level,” VARMITgetter™ explains, “making this device very cost effective to operate. If you hear a ‘bang,’
your losing 75%, or more, of your concussion kill. Because this method kills
instantly by concussion, it is more humane than poisons or traps, for just pennies a shot.”

What this means to the consumer is the
VARMITgetter™ is more economical,
in addition to being more effective. Priced
$700 less than the competition, buyers are getting a lot more bang for their
buck, so to speak. VARMITgetter™’s
improved design is likewise more economical on bottled oxygen use. Each
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blast requires less oxygen to support the
combustion of the propane.
On VARMITgetter™‘s website (www.
varmitgetter.com), they list 21 advantages of their product over competitors’
hand-held models. Most notably, perhaps, is the improved design that allows
remote detonation (as much as 25-feet
from the burrow). Operators are no longer subjected to what they call “ground
zero fragmentation blasts.” Additionally, the superior design of the VARMITgetter™ eliminates dust-covered
clothes and allows the owner to view its
effectiveness from a safe distance.
The improved design is more easily
portable, providing a more consistent
gas mix to increase effectiveness, and
it gets gas into the burrow much faster
for improved results. In fact, these improvements allow VARMITgetter™ to
confidently claim they’re able to destroy
100 feet of varmint tunnel in one blast
and they’ve taken out 130-150 feet in a
single ignition.
To learn more about the multiple
VARMITgetter™ advantages or to
see actual online demonstration footage, please visit the website at www.
varmitgetter.com. For inquiries or orders, you may contact VARMITgetter™ at their Payette, Idaho office:
1.877.982.7648 (1-877-x varmit).
e
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CMH Industries, Inc. Announces
New Fuel Additive

C

MH Industries, Inc. has introduced a new fuel additive that
increases fuel efficiency and
lubricity, while decreasing toxic emissions. The additive, CA-40, has been
tested in both the laboratory and the
field, and has shown a remarkable decrease in fuel consumption, in addition
to its other benefits.
Unlike other additives, CA-40 is not a
fuel conditioner. Calcium is one of the
key ingredients in CA-40, and is kept
in suspension in fuel via the blending
process used in the creation of the additive. When CA-40 is added to gasoline or diesel, the calcium bonds to the
hydrocarbons, causing the fuel to burn
more efficiently. The result is a longer,
stronger push on the piston, causing an
increase in horsepower.
Because of the lubricating qualites of cal-

cium, CA-40 has been shown in tests to
increase the lubricity of gasoline by nearly
200%, and the lubricity of ultra-low sulfur
diesel by approximately 350%.
Emissions are reduced by CA-40 because
more of the hydrocarbons are burned in
the cylinder. Vehicles using CA-40 have
been tested showing zero un-burnt hydrocarbons at the tailpipe. Emission tests
have indicated a reduction of 15% CO2
and nearly 50% Nitrogen Oxide in vehicles using CA-40.
The vast majority of CA-40 users report
a decrease in fuel consumption averaging
10-15%. CA-40 has been tested in gasoline, diesel, bio diesel, and ethanol fuels.
It is sold by the quart and by the gallon.
One gallon of CA-40 treats roughly 2000
gallons of fuel. CA-40 is produced at
CMH Industries’ production facility located in Detroit Lakes, Minnesota.

For information: http://www.ca40g.
com, Contact: information@ca40g.com
Phone: 218-844-7729
e

One-Call of Wyoming

O

ne-Call of Wyoming has made
big strides during its inception.
Combining two call centers
and implementing the 811 number.
Before a locate is made, the excavator/
home owner should mark the proposed
excavation by white lining the area.
There are seven types of tickets that
can be made. The most common is a
“routine ticket”. This is when a caller
calls in and wants to excavate, whether
it is planting a garden, a tree or building a fence, garage or patio; putting in
a septic system and of course pipelines.
The caller is asked several questions,
i.e. the callers main phone number;
who is doing the excavation; name of
person calling; an alternate number; the
property owner; city or town; physical address including the nearest cross
street and locate description. The ticket
number and a list of all underground
utilities is given to the caller. The caller
should mark down the ticket number all
the utilities that are in the area, in case a
utility company does not show and mark
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

their facility. All utility companies are
not members of One-Call of Wyoming
and if this is the case, the caller must call
them. State law requires that notice be
given at least two full business days in
advance of the beginning of the work,
excluding weekends and holidays.
Another type of ticket is a “cancel
ticket”. The excavator/home owner has
made a mistake on location of the excavation, or some other reason and wants
the original (routine ticket) cancelled.
A “correction ticket” is when the excavator/home owner gave wrong information on the original (routine ticket).
A “damage ticket” is when an underground utility has been damaged.
An “emergency ticket” is when there is
an emergency. The caller is read the state
statute that signifies what an emergency
is, and if the caller agrees the ticket will
be prepared.
A “no response ticket” is when a
utility(ies) company has not marked their
utilities. The caller calls in another ticket, which in turn costs utility(ies) comSouthwest / Rocky Mountain

pany’s, and One-Call of Wyoming more
money. A “positive response” would be
a better term – the utility(ies) company
would notify the excavator/homeowner
that there were none of their utilities in
the proposed excavation area.
A “non-compliant ticket” is when the
excavator will be working before the
two full business day requirement is
met.
You can dial the 811 number instead
of the 1-800-849-2476 and get the OneCall of Wyoming center. There are still a
few glitches, i.e. using a cell phone near
a state line, you may get the adjacent
state. Most state call centers will either
give you the 800 number, or if they have
the equipment, transfer your call to the
proper state.
PLEASE REMEMBER – DIG SAFELY! CALL 2 BUSINESS DAYS BEFORE YOU DIG! IT’S FAST, IT’S
FREE and IT’S THE LAW! 811 or
1-800-849-2476
e
Submitted by One-Call of Wyoming’s Administration
Office
Locate Number 1-800-849-2476
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Egbers on
Super Edge
“There just isn’t enough we
can say about the Super Edge
Auger Flighting” Agrees Doug and
Laura
Egbers, owners of Egbers Flighting &
Supply L.L.C. The Super Edge is created in the rolling process.
This is a cold rolling process so the steel is not heat treated.
“This lets the steel retain its strength.” States Doug. Because of
how the flighting is made, the outside edge is thicker than your
common market flighting or plain flighting as they call it. Super
Edge Auger Flighting has approximately 50 thicker outside edge.
It gives longer wear and longer life of the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their repair and fabrication
division has years of experience in re-flighting and balancing
auger sections. “It just makes good sense to replace the auger
flighting instead of buying a new auger section.” Confirms Doug,
“New auger sections can be pricey and the Super Edge Auger
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Flighting is priced to sell.” Along with their repair’s Egbers offers
a wide assortments of replacement parts and tubing. They have
you basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled tube for grain cart unloading
augers all the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport augers.
“We’ve always thought freight and shipping to our customers
was a problem, we can ship pretty much all the replacement parts
a customer needs from here.” States Laura “That way all your
parts come from one location instead of several.”
New service for Egbers is their ability to balance combine
rotors. “We’re always looking for new products and services
for our customers. These rotors can be balanced at a fraction of
what a new one costs,” Says Laura.
All in all Egbers supports a great team for sales and
repairs. They’re your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement
needs. Call them at 800-462-2588 or check them
out on the web - www.eflighting.com.
e
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Kids Can Climb In Toy Maker’s Corrals

T

he young sons that inspired Jerry Sims to build a toy
cattle-doctoring chute, now help Sims design and build
toys for others.
“It was the best babysitter ever,” Sims recalls about the chute
he made out of wood for his sons. “The boys played with it
every day.”
Sims raises beef cattle for a living, but on the side, he is The
Happy Toy Maker of Happy, Texas. All his creations relate to
handling cattle and horses. His toy corral and loading chute
is large enough (128-in. perimeter) for small children to get
inside to play. Corral panels are 8-in. tall and the adjustable
loading chute is 14-in. tall. Made of 3/8-solid steel rod and spot
welded, they are practically indestructible, and they can be easily moved on wooden wheels.

The corral weighs 52 lbs. and costs $300 plus shipping. He
also sells sets that come apart and can be purchased by the
panel.
While some customers purchase corrals for display, most purchase them for their children to play with.
“They’ll never tear them up, unless you run over them with
the truck,” Sims says. “They’ll have them for their grandkids.
Check out Sims’ website to see his selection of other toys,
which includes a round bale trailer that hauls 14 wood round
bales and dumps, a straight deck cattle trailer, a Quonset barn,
a $50 trailer that stores and hauls the panels for the corral and
many more items.
“The boys are making a half-top trailer with a bullet nose,”
Sims adds proudly.
Sims recently developed a 3- by 7-ft. riding arena complete
with a roping box that opens with springs, bucking chutes and
a return alley. The arena takes more material and time and is
more expensive: Call Sims for current prices.
“I love making toys,” he adds. “I’ve lived in Happy for 44
years. Everybody kids me about being the happy toy maker.
I’m kind of like a big kid that never grew up.”
Jerry Sims, P.O. Box 548, Happy, Texas 79042; ph 806 4332123; thehappytoymaker@midplains.coop; www.thehappytoymaker.com
e
Article courtesy: FARM SHOW

“The loading chute can be personalized with names, brands
and short messages,” Sims says. “We use a computerized plasma torch to personalize each set to your needs.”
Sons Wyatt, 11, and Wesley, 13, set up the computer for the
torch as well as help cut metal rods for the corrals. While the
corrals are usually personalized with brands, some customers
request messages such as “Love, from Grandma.” One proud
grandpa custom ordered solid panels so he could include each
grandchild and their birthdates.

Two Guys Communications Inc.
A Wyoming Owned Corporation
www.twoguyscomm.com
(toll free) 866-632-4285
Cheyenne, WY
For all your telephone, network and
computer installations and services.
New long range phone
covering up to
3,000 acres.

Members of the
Better Business Bureau
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Wachtman Agri Supply Makes Equipment To LAST!

F

or the past 21 years, owner Loren Wachtman and his crew have
been manufacturing and selling
long-lasting, competitively priced plastic fertilizer augers for use with gravity
wagons, trucks and planters.
“We offer fertilizer and seed handling
auger systems, using plastic to reduce
corrosion and maintenance,” Loren
says.
And now, as part of their commitment
to keep up with the latest trends in agriculture, they’re offering seed-fill systems for today’s new no-till grain drills
which feature flexible, polypropylene
bristle flighting to move soybeans and
other fragile seeds quickly and easily
while still maintaining high quality.
“We’re concerned about the quality and
durability of our systems,” Loren says.
“Having grown up on a farm, I know
the importance of high quality and durable equipment.”
Wachtman Agri Supply offers horizontal crossaugers for most popular 4- to

16-row planters and 15- and 20-foot
grain drills; mounted truck and gravity
wagon augers; and such accessories as
6-inch steel-core bristle flighting and
6-inch plastic flighting with a stainlesssteel core.
Loren is especially proud of his new
radius-track drill-fill auger.
On this unit, a single vertical auger is
taken out of the transport cradle and the
hopper is placed on the ground behind
the center of the drill.
The upper portion of the auger is held
in place by a trolley, which travels from
side to side on a radius track that’s
mounted behind the drill.
As the auger travels from side to side,
the intake hopper remains in its original
position on the ground.
This auger features PVC tubing, a plastic hopper and either steel-core bristle
flighting or plastic cupped flighting. Loren’s Rust Evader Auger Systems have
been formally recognized as Showstoppers at the National Farm Machinery

Show in Louisville.
Loren is planning a larger building
in the near future to accommodate his
growing business and he’s looking forward to offering new products for the
constantly changing agricultural equipment market.
And while his business IS going strong,
it’s not too big to care about the individual farmer.
“We feel we’re still small enough to
provide our customers with personalized, helpful service,” he says.
e
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Senior National Finals Rodeo
Returns to Winnemucca

M

photo credit: WT Bruce

ore than 350 contestants
and their families will be in
Winnemucca for the Senior
National Finals Rodeo, October 29 thru
November 1. After a year of competition, thirty-two World titles and twentyeight SNFR titles will be determined.
The National Senior Pro Rodeo Association is geared for individuals over forty
years of age. There are age groups, (4049, 50-59, 60-69), which levels the playing field as contestants gain experience.
There is a 68 and over calf roping which
has had up to seventeen contestants at
certain rodeos. To NSPRA members
age is a state of mind, and if you don’t
mind, let’s rodeo!
NSPRA has given hundreds of individuals a second chance to pursue that
dream all rodeo kids have to become a
world champion. In the younger years,
raising a family and developing a career
had priority over rodeo. With those obligations handled, rodeo once again becomes an option. Not only is there an
opportunity to “chase that dream”, there
is an opportunity to travel, renew old acquaintances and make new friends.
When you attend the SNFR, don’t go
expecting to see a bunch of “has been’s”.
These contestants can still compete at a
high level…8 second runs in the calf
roping, 7’s in the ribbon roping, look for
5’s in the team roping, 4’s in the steer
wrestling, low 2’s in the ladies breakaway and fast times in the ladies barrel
racing. High 70 and 80 point scores are
not unusual in the rough stock. Many of
the contestants are former PRCA World
Champions and NFR Finalists…Leo
and Jerold Camarillo, Doyle Gellerman,
Denny Watkins, Bob Ragsdale, Jim and
John Wheatley, John Miller, Brock Andrus who recently won the Steer Wrestling at Salinas, and others.
Rodeo producers have worked to develop a SNFR which will recognize certain
groups at each performance. Wednesday
will be devoted to miners with special
events and contests. Thursday will recognize Humboldt General Hospital and

Tough Enough To
Wear Pink. Friday
will recognize new
inductees into the
NSPRA Hall of
Fame. Saturday will
be Champions Night
with each SNFR average winner receiving a prized buckle
and taking a victory
lap.
New to the SNFR
is the Junior Clown
Contest. It will be
divided into barrelman and bullfighters. The barrelman Rob and Mikal Black competing in the ribbon roping at the ‘07 SNFR
will display his ability to entertain the
Rodeo Photographer.
crowd with jokes, tricks and other anThere will be a Cowboy Trade Show
tics. The bullfighters will display their
coordinated by Karen Holmes. She can
bravery and agility as they fight a bull…
be reached at 480-967-0505 if you need
actually, a bull head mounted on a wheel
space to show your product.
barrow frame. Champions in this event
Rodeo tickets can be purchased in adwill be crowned Saturday night.
vance at 928-684-9566. A change from
This year’s SNFR action will be called
previous years has the SNFR beginning
by Kedo Olson of Redmond, Oregon.
at 7pm Wednesday thru Friday and at
Kenny Eggleston of Milford, UT of will
5pm on Saturday. FMI visit our webannounce the Junior Clown Contest and
site at info@seniorrodeo.com or call the
SNFR slack. WT Bruce is the official
NSPRA Office at 928-684-9566.
e
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WIND ENERGY: Reliable, Affordable,
Renewable Energy For Today
By the American Wind Energy Association

I

n 2007, the U.S. wind industry paid more than $30 million in royalty payments to rural landowners across
America. Farmers, ranchers and other owners of windy
land are benefitting from a great energy boom in recent years
as wind power has entered the mainstream U.S. energy supply.
As one of the nation’s fastest growing energy resources, new
installations of wind electric generating capacity accounted
for 35% of all new capacity installed in 2007, second only to
natural gas. The wind market grew by 45% in 2007 – tapping
into a vast domestic energy resource to generate more than 16
billion kWh (enough to serve 1.5 million average homes) of
clean, affordable and reliable electricity for communities all
across America. More than 5,200 megawatts (MW) of new
wind power generating capacity — a capital investment of
over $9 billion – were installed in 2007, bringing U.S. wind
electric generating capacity to more than 16,000 MW.
The market drivers for wind are strong: proven technology,
attractive cost, vast, domestic resources, investor interest and
rising consumer demand. Another key factor over the last
several years has been consistent availability of the federal
renewable energy production tax credit (PTC), which has
been very effective at spurring investments in wind. The PTC
is currently set to expire at the end of this year (December 31,
2008), creating tremendous uncertainty about wind development set for 2009. Extended debate – and continued failure to
act – in Congress is placing more than 75,000 jobs and over
$11 billion in wind investment at risk.
In the face of the possible PTC expiration, installations for
wind are continuing at a breakneck pace. Demand for wind
power is strong in many states, including Texas, Illinois, Iowa
and Colorado. “Wind power plays an essential role in providing Texans clean, affordable and reliable energy,” said Texas
Governor Richard Perry. “We hope to continually expand our
generation capacity far into the future.” Texas is the nation’s
number one market for wind power, installing 1,618 MW of
capacity in 2007. The Texas panhandle is central to oil tycoon
T. Boone Pickens’ plan for wind to deliver 20% of the nation’s power supply in the coming decade. Pickens intends
to build a 4,000 MW wind plant in Pampa, Texas, along with
transmission lines to move power generated there into the cities where electricity is needed.
During the first two quarters of 2008, wind’s rapid expansion
has continued nationwide, with 3,900 MW of wind power capacity added during the first half of the year. Indeed, the outlook for wind power is bullish, and market growth could be
even stronger over the longer term, depending on how soon
and how successfully constraints and obstacles to its growth
are rolled back and whether strong, long-term policies are put
12 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

in place to support its development.
The 20% Wind Scenario
Wind-generated electricity currently provides just 1% of
the U.S. supply, but with strong policy leadership, the wind
industry is ready to meet 20% of our nation’s electricity demand by the year 2030.
A recent technical report by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) assesses the challenges and benefits of meeting 20%
of electricity demand using wind (www.20percentwind.org).
DOE found that such a goal is “ambitious but feasible” using
existing wind technology. Wind plant costs and performance
are projected to improve modestly over the next two decades,
but no technological breakthroughs are needed to achieve this
milestone.
“As climate change, jobs and energy security rise to the top
of the national agenda, we have authoritative confirmation
that wind power can make a significant contribution to all
these problems,” said Jim Walker, President of the American
Wind Energy Association and Vice Chairman of the Board at
enXco, a leading renewable energy developer. “It will take
leadership to follow the roadmap, but the vision presented is
good news not just for the wind industry but for the nation.”
To implement the 20% Wind Scenario, annual installations
of wind power would increase to more than 16,000 MW of
new capacity by 2018 and continue at that rate through 2030.
Forty-six states would experience significant wind power development in this scenario, as the U.S. more than triples its
current wind plant construction capabilities.
This is great news for rural communities in the nation’s
“wind belt,” which stretches from Texas north to the Dakotas.
Ranchers and farmers in windy areas of the U.S. can develop
a long-term source of supplemental income by allowing wind
farms to be developed on their property. In addition, new
manufacturing facilities are being built in every region of the
country, generating a positive ripple effect on the economies
of small towns and rural counties nationwide.
DOE’s report finds that, during the decade preceding 2030,
the U.S. wind industry could:
• support roughly 500,000 jobs in the U.S., with an annual
average of more than 150,000 workers directly employed by
the wind industry;
• support more than 100,000 jobs in associated industries
(e.g., accountants, lawyers, steel workers, and electrical manufacturing);
• support more than 200,000 jobs through economic expansion based on local spending;
• increase annual property tax revenues to more than $1.5
billion by 2030; and
• increase annual payments to rural landowners to more than
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MidSouth Minitrucks Imports Japanese Mini Trucks

H

ave you ever heard of the Japanese mini trucks? It
seemed that no one in the United States knew about
them when MidSouth Minitrucks LLC first started.
They met with many Japanese companies in the beginning, and
traveled to Japan in search of reliable sources. It took nearly a year to line up the source with the reliability MidSouth
Minitrucks demanded for their customers.
MidSouth Minitrucks LLC has been importing mini trucks for
over two years now. The popularity of these trucks has grown
exponentially. They started out importing 1-2 containers a
month, and with the growth in demand for these trucks, they
now import 10 to 20 containers per month. They are very proud
of their Japanese partners who have done an excellent job in
supplying MidSouth with reliable trucks.

MidSouth Minitrucks LLC has a retail market in central Mississippi where they keep 12-20 trucks in stock year round, but
they are now primarily wholesalers and sell container loads
to businesses, ranches, parks, hunting clubs, catfish farms,
airports etc. MidSouth Minitrucks can have the containers shipped directly from Japan to your door. They can also
wholesale from their lot if you do not want an entire container
load, so be sure to ask them about their wholesale pricing.
For more information, you can visit their website at
www.midsouthminitrucks.com, email them at midsouthmini@aol.com, call them at (601) 919-6365 or (662)
310-0623, or write to them at MidSouth Minitrucks
LLC, PO BOX 632, Winona, MS 38967.
e

$600 million in 2030.
Mainstream Technology
Modern wind turbines are high-tech, advanced, efficient machines. Utility-scale turbines feature sophisticated electronic
equipment and controls and advanced composite materials
that allow the turbines to reap ever-larger amounts of energy
from the winds.
Research and development over the last several years has
yielded greater generating capacity per turbine and greater
efficiency in manufacturing, factors that have reduced costs
considerably. The average wind turbine installed in 2007, at
1.6 megawatts of capacity, is twice as powerful as the average wind turbine installed in 2000 (760 kilowatts (kW), or
0.76 MW).
The largest wind turbines installed in the country (in California and Texas) have a capacity of 3 MW per turbine. Manufacturers are designing larger turbines, up to 5 MW, mostly
for offshore installations. These modern utility-scale wind
turbines are tall—reaching some 400 feet high to the tip of
the blade – which enables them to capture premium wind
resources at high altitude. The turbines’ computers collect
and process over 200 types of data, from wind speeds and oil
temperature to voltage dips on the grid, all for the purpose
of harvesting the wind efficiently and reliably to maximize
power production.
Affordable, Reliable Electricity
At good windy locations, a single 1.5-megawatt wind turbine
generates enough electricity to power 350-450 average American households, year after year, with NO FUEL COSTS.
The cost of wind power is attractive because it is stable: once
a wind farm is built, the cost of the power that it generates is
predictable because there is no fuel cost. For a utility, acquiring wind power is therefore similar to locking in a long-term,
fixed-rate mortgage. More wind power can therefore help
stabilize electricity prices.
Worldwide consumption of raw materials and other factors
are driving up capital costs for all electricity generating technologies. However, wind power is immune to fuel price increases that are impacting conventional power plants (such

as natural gas, coal and uranium, all of which have been increasing recently). Despite the broader economic forces that
are contributing to increasing costs for new generation across
the board, wind costs have come down by 80% since the first
commercial turbines were installed in the 1980s. State-of-theart wind turbines generate 120 times as much electricity as
1980s models at one-fourth the per-unit cost.
Utilities seeking to manage fuel cost are finding that wind
energy can be an attractive option for new generation. Wind
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energy development can also help cut
consumers’ bills by lowering demand
for natural gas -- particularly during
winter peak demand -- and by extending its supply.
Broad Economic Benefits
Each wind turbine assembly contains
more than 8,000 components, including the tower, rotor, gearboxes, generators, electronic elements, bolts and
fasteners, wiring and concrete foundations. In 2005, less than one-third of
the average turbine was manufactured
in the U.S. But in 2007, wind turbines
installed in the U.S. contained nearly
50% domestically manufactured components.
The U.S. wind industry installed over
3,200 turbines last year. To install that
number of turbines, the U.S. industry
required 9,564 blades and the same
number of tower sections, approxi-

mately 1,557,000 bolts, 17,425 miles
of rebar, and 805,000 cubic yards of
concrete (enough for more than 3,700
miles of 4-foot wide sidewalk).
In the last 18 months, at least 13 new
tower, blade, turbine and assembly
plants opened in Illinois, Iowa, South
Dakota, Texas and Wisconsin. Seven
more were announced in Arkansas,
Colorado, Iowa, North Carolina, New
York, and Oklahoma. Altogether, the
new and announced facilities are expected to create some 7,000 jobs, many
in rural communities that had lost economic ground from the decline of oncereliable and flourishing industries. Investment in manufacturing capability
signals confidence in the market and
lays the groundwork for expanded
growth. At the end of 2007, the wind
industry employed roughly 50,000
workers in the U.S. (in construction,

manufacturing, transportation, operations & maintenance and other service
and technical professions).
Wind energy also generates revenue
for rural counties and communities
through property tax assessments and
by helping farmers and ranchers diversify their income. Here are a few snapshots of these benefits:
• New York’s 322-MW Maple Ridge
Wind Farm, which began operating in
September 2006, provides $8 million
annually in local property tax revenue,
pays landowners $1.65 million each
year in lease payments, and created 163
new local long-term jobs.
• 2,500 MW of wind capacity is located in Nolan County, Texas, a rural
area that had been in decline. Wind development since 2001 supports 1,124
Continued on page 21

New Mexico Rancher Combines
Renewable Energy with Tradition
By: Janet Bridgers

D

an Flitner and his family have
been ranching for four generations. Four years ago they
moved from Wyoming to New Mexico
to raise organic, grass-fed beef. They
now have 75 head of cattle, and 30 quarter horses, on a property 35 miles east of
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
“The property we purchased is off the
power grid,” said Flitner. “We looked
at powering the house using a generator and diesel fuel, and even researched
the cost of a power line, but renewable
energy came out on top and we’re very
happy with the decision,” he said.
“In fact,” he added, “we’re trying to
improve our energy profile all the time
and do more and more things, some
new, some traditional.”
Flitner described the family’s thought
process behind the design of the electrical system. “We designed a big system.
We decided to spend extra on it because
we want this to be a permanent residence. It’s hard to live out here, and we
14 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

didn’t want to be making huge sacrifices
in terms of comfort and capability. We
have a house, shop and office that all
need to function to run the ranch.”
“We have two kids and anticipated our
needs becoming greater, not less, while
the kids are growing up. We live fairly
normally with a TV and a computer. We
don’t want for much,” he confided.
The system that Flitner and his family
installed is a 2.8kw photovoltaic electrical system, purchased through Energy
Concepts, Las Vegas, NM, that charges
batteries with a generator back-up for
stormy days. According to Flitner, the
generator probably runs 75 – 100 hours
a year.
The solar system was installed after a complete remodel of the 50’s-era
ranch house. “We rewired and redid
everything. We reinsulated the walls
and ceiling, using conventional fiber
batting. Then we blew insulation into
the ceiling. It’s very tight now. We also
replaced all the windows and bought

energy-efficient appliances. Actually, it
might have been cheaper in the long run
to start from scratch, but I’m glad we
didn’t,” he added.
In the near term, Flitner described the
family’s future plans to add an outdoor furnace for hot water and home
heating that can run on wood, solar
or propane. “We have a lot of pinon
and juniper and lots of sun,” he said.
“And in another two or three years,
we may add a wind turbine. Our water
supply now comes from a traditional
wind mill.” The horses are part of the
ranch’s operations and Flitner is looking at acquiring a wagon for hauling.
Flitner’s Internet service comes via
satellite, but his telephone is a land
line—it’s the only wire that connects
to the house.” So it’s all a blend of new
and traditional, but there isn’t a decision that we make on the ranch that
doesn’t involve power decisions.”
Contact: Janet Bridgers, 805 487 2999,
janetmbridgers@yahoo.com
e
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American Corn Growers Oppose Erosion
of Renewable Fuel Standards

I

n a letter to Stephen L. Johnson,
Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
the American Corn Growers Association
(ACGA) stated their adamant opposition
to the request by Texas Governor Rick
Perry for a waiver of the Renewable
Fuel Standard (RFS). ACGA President
Keith Bolin, a corn and hog producer
from Bureau County, Ill., said the Association is not prepared to accept any
erosion of the nation’s renewable fuels
programs.
“ACGA, along with many other organizations and individuals from all sectors of our economy, has worked hard

with Congress and the administration
to help advance America toward energy
independence and we will not tolerate
any backsliding in that noble endeavor,” declared Bolin. “We are not like
those ‘summer soldiers and sunshine
patriots’ when it comes to America’s
energy independence. Energy independence is difficult and challenging and
we will work to retain and proceed with
all of the advances already made and
yet to come, when it comes to domestic, renewable, clean and sustainable
energy production and independence
for our country.”
Bolin explained that the RFS mandate,
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as of this time, has not driven the production of ethanol since production has
always outpaced the mandate. “Market
forces are driving the expansion of ethanol due to higher oil prices. And it is qu
ite possible that ethanol production may
soon be reduced temporarily in some
parts of the nation due to market and
weather forces. Ethanol production for
this year is projected to exceed the 9 billion gallon mandate.”
“Ethanol is helping mitigate the high
price of gasoline to consumers by reducing gasoline prices by an estimated
15 percent, or over 60 cents per gallon,”
said Bolin. “The waiver requested by
Governor Perry will have a de minimus
impact on corn prices, an even smaller
impact on food prices and would increase gasoline prices significantly. Why
would Governor Perry choose higher
gasoline prices for Texas drivers?”
Bolin also explained that ethanol production and use of incentives and mandates are critical to taking renewable
fuels to the next generation, namely
non-food, cellulosic ethanol production.
“Congress went to great lengths to establish incentives and mandates to help
advance the nation toward alternative
renewable fuels and the current RFS,”
added Bolin. “When fully matured, the
new RFS will require 21 billion gallons of non-corn ethanol while allowing
only 15 billion gallons of corn ethanol
to count toward the over-all mandate in
the year 2022.”
“There may be some ready to cut and
run in the fight for America’s energy independence, but not the American Corn
Growers Association,” concluded Bolin. “We know there are challenges with
this year’s corn crop, but I c an assure
everyone that America’s farm families
will do everything in their power to produce what is necessary to feed and fuel
America’s freedom.”
e
ACGA represents 14,000 members in 35 states.
ACGA has standing bylaws that prohibit the organization from accepting funding from corporate agriculture. That means that ACGA represents farmers
-- not seed, chemical, food processing, grain trading
or crop insurance companies. For more information
or if you would like to join ACGA or help support our
efforts, please see www.acga.org .
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beef – dairy
Farmers Offering SEA-90™ to Dairy Cows
Report 100,000-350,000 Point Drops in
Somatic Cell Counts!
As we all know, life first came from the sea. Now, the sea is giving life back.

D

airy producers throughout
the US that feed or offer free
choice SEA-90 to their livestock report significant drops in somatic
cell counts, increased production, protein, butter fat, and “best herd health ever
seen”. SEA-90 can replace any mineral
salt currently offered and can be foliar
applied to pastures for less than $3 per
acre. SEA-90 is produced by nature and
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available exclusively through SeaAgri
inc. It provides balanced minerals and
trace elements in numbers never before seen in agriculture. Grass fed beef
producers throughout the US are also
reporting amazing results once SEA90 is incorporated into their programs.
SEA-90 is an extremely versatile product that can be offered to all livestock
as mineral salt, broadcast on all types of

forage, pastures, crop soils, and is easily
dissolved for foliar spraying. SEA-90
is NOP Organic and OMRI Listed® for
use in the production of organic food
and as an animal feed ingredient.
When asked to explain the amazing
results reported from all areas of the
US, Robert Cain, founder of SeaAgri
responds: Pasture grasses could provide
our livestock with as many as 100 ele-
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ments if present in the soil. However,
our soil and pastures are elementally deficient and we are forced to offer a significant number of mineral supplements
to livestock in order to maintain herd
health. Until now mineral supplements
supplied only a few specific elements

trum of periodic table elements found
in SEA-90 into farming programs. Who
can state, as fact, that any one of these
elements is NOT essential to life.
SeaAgri produces SEA-90 naturally
from pristine sea water harvested from
one totally unique location in our hemi-

essential to sustain life. The periodic
table lists more than 92 minerals and
trace elements. The only place where
all elements exist in perfect balance
and proportions is in sea water. At one
time, more than 92 minerals and trace
elements were present in our soils, crops
and pasture grasses. Through erosion,
over cropping and long term application
of NPK fertilizers, many are lost, carried away or rendered unavailable. Cain
also states that degenerative diseases
that plague the human race such as cancer and heart disease are not found in
sea life. He believes that it makes perfect sense to incorporate the full spec-

sphere. “What we’ve done is create
reservoirs at a coastal estuary in an arid
region where pure ocean water flows in
at high tide. Water evaporates quickly
due to desert conditions of very high
temperatures and virtually no rainfall
to produce mineral-rich SEA-90” Cain
said. A scientist asked to analyze SEA90 stated that it was one of the most
unique products he ever encountered.
When asked to explain, he said, “It is
exactly what I would expect to see if I
analyzed a sample of the earth’s crust.
SEA-90’s bounty of minerals and trace
elements significantly improves herd
health, remineralize soils, and increases
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the nutrient density of pastures and crops.
More than 1,000 farmers are convinced,
as SeaAgri has already shipped over a
million pounds of SEA-90 this year.
For more information please visit their
web site at www.seaagri.com or send them
an e-mail to contactus@seaagri.com e
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equine
A Girl And Her Horses
By: Julia Angerhofer

A

s the oldest of four children,
Maasa Spader will tell you
that she’s the boss. Her siblings, seven-year-old AJ, four- year-old
Catherine and two-year-old Rebekah,
need to listen to what she says. Watching Tony and Stephanie Spader’s gaggle
of curly-topped children play together,
there’s no doubt that Maasa’s on top of
the pecking order.
The precocious eight-year-old from
Sioux Falls attends All City Elementary where her favorite subjects include
reading, math and computer lab. “We
do stuff like play type-to-learn,” Maasa
says as she gives a glowing smile under
her short mop of light brown curls, a
change that she made when she compassionately cut her long hair to donate
to Locks of Love.
But when she’s not in school or playing with her brother and sisters, Maasa
spends time with her horses, a passion
she inherited from her mother. “I love
horses,” says Maasa. “They’re so pretty
and they’re good friends of mine.”
The Spaders own three horses: a miniature pony called Sonador and two
Paints, Abby and Zach, who are mother
and son. The Spaders lend Zach to the
South Dakota State University equestrian team.
“My wife has always liked horses,
so my dad decided to make part of his
land into a pasture so that his grandchildren could enjoy horses, too,” said
Maasa’s father, Tony. “Maasa just fell
in love with horses because riding is
something that she can do and loves to
do.”
Part of the reason that Maasa loves
horseback riding is because she is
limited by activities that she can participate in due to lack of balance and
other symptoms caused by Hereditary
Sensory and Autonomic Neuropathy
(HSAN), a condition she was diagnosed with in April 2005.
But the brave, courageous girl has a
loving family that surrounds her with
positivity. And as the oldest child,
18 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

Maasa has helped her parents understand how to help her younger sister,
Rebekah, who was also diagnosed with
HSAN.
The result: the trail blazed by the
older daughter’s courage and experience gives her younger sister a better
quality of life.
Understanding and Living With
HSAN HSAN is a collection of disorders which are genetically unique from
one another and are caused by different gene mutations. For Maasa and her
sister, Rebekah, doctors believe that
they have found a new variant of the
condition, although it is still undergoing research.
“We have sent blood samples from our
entire family, including our relatives,
but the study can take years. Both girls
‘fall’ under the umbrella of HSAN, but
the exact type is still unknown,” said
Maasa’s mother, Stephanie.
HSAN’s most common and distinctive
feature is loss of pain and temperature
perception. The degree of loss varies
among the different types. Symptoms
include painless fractures and problems with joints, tongue or lip biting,
dental problems, skin sores, and corneal ulcerations.
“Maasa got sick easily and also went
from good to horrible very quickly,”
said Stephanie about Maasa’s symptoms. “She was on ventilators frequently, the doctors never seemed to
understand why her body was reacting in certain ways, we were told that
what her body was doing was very odd,
she self-mutilated without any sense
of pain, her development was slower,
and when she would hurt herself there
wasn’t the typical reactions.”
The Spaders were very concerned for
their young daughter, and they spent a
considerable amount of time trying to
find an answer to her condition or at least
a way to help her, until one day they came
across a story about a child that showed
symptoms similar to Maasa’s.
“We read an article about a girl that had

to wear goggles because she scratched
at her eyes and damaged them without
having any pain reaction. In the article
it spoke of Dr. Axelrod, who is a pediatrician in New York that does nothing
but study this genetic disorder... We
did some research on the physician and
then made our appointment,” Stephanie said. The next two of the Spader’s
children, AJ and Catherine, were born
healthy. But when their fourth child
came along, Stephanie says that she
knew Rebekah had HSAN, too.
“She was two in December and was
diagnosed officially when we took
both girls to New York in June ‘07, but
mom knew all along,” says Stephanie.
“It’s that mom’s intuition thing. Her
pregnancy, birth and first part of life
were very similar to Maasa’s. The doctors kept telling us, ‘Relax, she’s not
Maasa; we have to give her a chance to
be herself.’ Well, we did, but she continued to follow in Maasa’s footsteps.
Because of how much we know and
what we’re preventing, Rebekah’s life
is now much easier than Maasa’s was at
this time. We have Maasa to thank for
this as she in a way has ‘paved the way’
for her little sister.”
For Maasa and her sister, immune deficiency is the biggest thing that affects
their lifestyle. For years, in order to
avoid hospitalization, the Spader family would spend winters at home, with
Stephanie home schooling the children,
doing their best to keep the girls from
getting sick. Winter 2007-2008 marked
the first time that the family didn’t sequester themselves.
“We started following up with an immunologist in the summer of’07. This
was the first time ever that an immune
deficiency was noted,” Stephanie said.
“Before this, we were told that they
didn’t have any immunological problems. But both of them have specific
things that we are doing with them to
boost their immune systems now.”
The result of this new treatment is that
Maasa and AJ get to stay in school, and
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the hospitalizations for Maasa and Rebekah have decreased.
“Before this year, we were completely
isolated from January to April. Tony
went to work, but I stayed home with
the kids, other people brought us our
groceries and ran errands, and we
watched television mass every Sunday.
It has been a relief and an enjoyment
to be much more normal this year even
though we are still very limited in what
we do with the kids and who we allow
for visitors,” said Stephanie.
Getting Involved with Make-A-Wish®
Dr. Donna Weinacht recommended
Maasa for a wish to the Make-A-Wish®
Foundation of South Dakota.
“We started seeing Dr. Weinacht when
Maasa was one,” says Stephanie. “She
has been one of the biggest blessings
throughout this entire journey. Dr.
Weinacht is supportive, helpful, knowledgeable, and honest with us. She has
been our best advocate, and we will
never be able to thank her enough for
all the countless, sleepless hours she’s
spent working on our family’s behalf.”
After Dr. Weinacht’s recommendation,
the South Dakota Chapter contacted
the Spaders to discover what Maasa
desired for her wish.
“I can’t remember the exact time the
chapter contacted us, but the evening
that the team came to our home was
wonderful,” Stephanie said. “They
were so generous bringing gifts for all
our children. They were understanding
of our chaotic home filled with four
children all under seven years old.”
Maasa’s first request was for an indoor
riding arena, but the Make-A-Wish®
Foundation told the Spaders that they
did not grant construction-related
wishes. Disappointed that she wouldn’t
get her riding arena, Tony and Stephanie told Maasa as she got ready for bed
to pray to God about what she should
make her second request.
It really wasn’t a surprise when Maasa
woke up the next morning and immediately told her mother that she wanted
her very own horse trailer, especially
considering how important the horses
are to her. The Northern Bull Riding
Tour helped to sponsor Maasa’s wish
and presented her with her horse trailer
in 2007 at her grandpa’s pasture. Her
parents told her that it was her uncle’s
birthday and they were going to go to
the pasture to celebrate. When she got
there, Maasa was surprised by all of the
people who were there for her uncle’s

birthday.
“She couldn’t figure out why there
were cowboys at her uncle’s birthday
party,” said Tony.
As a thank you to the people who sponsored her wish and presented her with
her horse trailer, Maasa put her artistic
skills to work and drew each of them
pictures commemorating the event.
“Maasa was completely thrilled, overwhelmed, surprised, excited, and even
taken back. It’s a very large gift for a
little girl to comprehend,” said Stephanie about the horse trailer. “She beams
from ear to ear when we’re in the
truck hauling the horses somewhere.
She knows that if it wasn’t for MakeA-Wish® that she wouldn’t have that
opportunity to do that. Make-A-Wish®
has provided so many neat experiences
for her. Every time Make-A-Wish®
offers her a new experience she just
glows! As her parents, we couldn’t be
more humbled and grateful as we see
our child, who has had her share of
hardships, have a moment in time to be
granted a gift that allows her to be uplifted, honored, and adored!”
In addition to the attention that the
organization gives Maasa, the Spaders
are grateful for the family memories
that Make-A-Wish® has given them.
“When you have a kid with medical
problems, your time revolves around
their care,” said Tony. “Make-a-Wish®
is a reprieve from that. It’s something
special the whole family gets to participate in. The Make-a- Wish® team
just makes the child feel like king or
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queen of the world during the whole
process.”
In addition to presenting Maasa with
her horse trailer, the organization has
given Maasa and her family other opportunities.
“Other than the horse trailer, Makea-Wish® invited Maasa to the be part
of the ground breaking of the new
building, they invited our entire family to take part in the NBRT weekend,
and they also referred Maasa to be in a
music video with Kory from Kory and
the Fireflies. Each experience has been
so very near and dear to her heart. She
will never forget these incredible opportunities,” said Stephanie.
One big Make-A-Wish® event each
year is the special events weekend held
every fall during the Northern Bull
Riding Tour finals Throughout the
year, the NBRT raises money to fund
the special events weekend, and all
net profits from the weekend go to the
foundation.
“I did like going on the water slide at
the Ramada, the go carts at Thunder
Road and seeing all the horses at the
bull riding,” said Maasa about the 2007
NBRT weekend.
Children and their families stay at
the Ramada in Sioux Falls during the
weekend. Friday night includes a meal
of pizza and pop. Saturday morning, after a buffet breakfast, the NBRT hosts
a full agenda of activities for the kids.
That evening, the children ride in the
opening entry into the arena on horses
and horse-drawn wagons and they be-
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come the stars of the evening’s events.
Following the opening entry, the children and their families watch in the
stands as the cowboys try their best to
cover each bull they draw.
As for what the Spaders enjoyed as
a family during the NBRT’s special
events weekend, Tony said, “It’s neat
to see the kids all playing. You get to
meet families with the same issues
you’re facing.”
“We all have similar lifestyles and to
see so many of us in the same place
celebrating the lives of our children is
beyond words,” said Stephanie. “I was
choked up many times throughout the
weekend.”
Living on Love, Faith, and Positivity
If you spend any time with the Spaders,
you immediately recognize the genuine
warmth and love that Tony and Stephanie possess for their children. You also
recognize that the tough times have
bonded the six of them together like
concrete.
“Our family has dealt with it by staying close to God,” says Tony. “If you
didn’t, I don’t think you’d get through
it. Maasa and all of our kids are a gift
from God. We don’t know if we can
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keep them for one year or fifty years,
but our job is to love and serve God by
loving and caring for these gifts.”
It is the faith that they’ve taught their
children that has allowed Maasa to be
brave. When asked to give advice to
other sick children, Maasa says, “Don’t
be afraid because the doctors are there
to take care of you, and then you feel
better.”
Tony and Stephanie also have advice
for parents.
“Focus on the good,” says Tony.
“You’ll meet a lot of great people,
including nurses and doctors. You’ll
meet other families going through the
same struggles. That will help you get
through yours. Life’s not over; there’s
still a lot of joy. There will be a lot
of hard times, but also a lot of great
times.”
What’s more, the Spaders do not allow
Maasa to feel sorry for herself.
“We’ve never allowed her disability to be the focus other, or our, life,”
says Stephanie. “We try to focus on the
good things of this journey. By focusing on the positive we’re hopeful that
Maasa will never be a victim of her disorder but instead have the strength to

overcome obstacles and to pursue her
dreams.”
And for Maasa, the positive includes
spending time with three of her best
equine friends: Sonador, Abby and
Zach.
“Maasa would live at the pasture
with her horses if she were able,” said
Stephanie. “Unfortunately, we live in
town due to the need to rely on medical professionals to be close if needed.
There is not a week that goes by that
she doesn’t ask when she will get to
see her horses. It’s a little challenging
at this point in our family’s life to get
there as much as she would like, but she
is thrilled to have the trailer and to have
the freedom to take the horses with her
for a day of fun when we can. We have
decided as a family to use the horses
more for recreation than showing, so
she is very excited and anxious to get
those horses on the trails this year.”
While the trail that Maasa’s life has
followed hasn’t always been easy, it’s
one that she’s undertook with bravery, compassion for others, and sincere faith and love.
e
Reprinted by permission of the
Northern Bull Riding Tour.
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WInd Energy

direct wind jobs with a payroll of $45
million per year, landowner royalties of
$12.3 million per year, and an increase
in its property tax base to $2.4 billion
in 2008 (contributing to school improvements and construction).
• Illinois ranked third in new wind
power plant construction in 2007,
bringing its total wind electric generating capacity to 733 megawatts, enough
electricity to power more than 183,000
homes. The state estimates that its wind
capacity represents over $1.3 billion in
investment, has created over 3,500 jobs
in Illinois, generates $7.3 million per
year in property tax revenues for local
governments, and provides over $2.9
million in annual lease payments to Illinois farmers who lease land to wind
farm developers
Using Resources Wisely
The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that the vast U.S. wind resource
is sufficient to meet more than twice
today’s total U.S. electricity consumption. Under the 20% Wind Scenario, the
U.S. would host 305 GW of wind electric generating capacity. This amount
of capacity would require about 50,000
square kilometers (km2) for land-based
projects and more than 11,000 km2
would be used for offshore projects.
The actual footprint for wind turbines
and related infrastructure would total
about 1,000 to 2,500 km2 (100,000 to
250,000 hectares) of disturbed land —
a total land area that is about half the
size of Anchorage, Alaska.
In general, a wind plant requires 50-60
acres for each megawatt of generating
capacity, of which 2-5% is actually occupied by turbines. Most existing land
use (such as farming and ranching) can
continue, with crops growing and livestock grazing up to the foot of each turbine. Horse Hollow, the nation’s largest
wind farm, is comprised of 521 turbines (736 MW of generating capacity)
which are arranged over a 45,000 acre
area in west Texas. About 900 acres of
this land area is actually occupied by
turbines, roads and other infrastructure,
leaving most of the area free for continued farming, ranching or other use.

It’s an excellent “multi-purposing” for
this rural property, generating clean
electricity and new income for ranchers & farmers who are leasing the wind
rights on their land.
Tapping only a fraction of America’s
vast wind resources in this way would
easily yield much of the new power
that the country will need in the years
ahead.
In addition to maximizing land resources, wind projects also conserve
water, an increasingly scarce resource
particularly in arid areas of the American west. Cumulatively, the 20% wind
scenario would avoid the consumption
of 4 trillion gallons water by reducing electric sector water consumption
gradually – reaching a 17% reduction
in 2030. Compared with conventional
resources, which use massive amounts
of water for cooling, wind uses less
than 1 gallon for every megawatt-hour
of electricity produced, leaving this
precious resource to be used for irrigation and other critical uses.
Ready to Seize the Day
“The U.S. has one of the best wind resources in the world. With the right political framework in place, this country
can become a world leader in the fast
growing wind industry.” Jens Søby,
President, Vestas Americas.
“Wind power is an integral part of
our generating portfolio, and it has become a significant part of our nation’s
response to environmental challenges
like climate change. With the right
public policy, it will be a growing and
affordable part of our long-term plans.”
Dick Kelly, Chairman, President &
CEO, Xcel Energy.
Wind’s benefits are proven: plants can
be installed relatively quickly; windgenerated electricity is affordable;
wind plants generate electricity without burning fuel; wind uses very little
water, is pollution-free, and has a very
small carbon footprint. Wind is ready
today to satisfy our nation’s growing
demand for electricity while meeting
concerns about our energy security and
environmental future.
Today, the U.S. wind industry is growing rapidly, driven by mature technology, competitive economics, a sustained
federal production tax credit (PTC),
rising concerns about climate change
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and energy security, and renewable
energy standards (RES) in 26 states.
However, some regulatory and policy
constraints must be overcome if wind
is to achieve the 20% by 2030 milestone and beyond.
• Continued stable federal policy is
critical to wind’s market expansion.
First and foremost, Congress must act
to extend the federal production tax
credit for wind as quickly as possible.
Uncertainty surrounding the PTC extension is already threatening development in 2009, putting 75,000 jobs and
more than $11 billion in economic investment at risk.
• Investment in the nation’s transmission system is needed so that electricity
can be delivered from windy rural areas
to urban centers that need the increased
supply. Also, developing larger electric
load balancing areas and better regional
planning will enable regions to utilize a
diversity of generation sources, including wind power.
• Significant growth is needed in the
U.S.-based manufacturing supply
chain to remedy the current shortage in
parts for wind turbines. This would create jobs and generate investment in the
U.S. economy.
• Small wind turbines used for residential, farming, or small businesses would
proliferate if a federal tax incentive is
adopted to help bring down the up-front
cost of the purchase of the equipment.
Small wind turbines—which can work
well on farms and ranches in windy
locations-- help lower electricity bills
and reduce the use of electricity generated with polluting fuels.
The 20% Wind Scenario – the first
step toward achieving wind’s potential
– is not likely to be realized in a business-as-usual environment. Meeting
these challenges and addressing them
head-on would ensure wind energy’s
steady growth over time, bring a variety of benefits to rural communities,
and help diversify the nation’s energy
portfolio with a safe, clean, abundant
resource — home-grown right here in
the American heartland.
For more information on wind energy, including utility-scale and small
wind systems, visit the American
Wind Energy Association’s web site
at www.awea.org
e
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